Kestrel Mead recovery curriculum
September 2020- November 2020 (and beyond if required)
Rationale
1. Vulnerability index work and reintegration of pupils
2. Short term school Priorities
3. Timetables
4. Transition between key stages
5. Transition between classes
6. Staffing bubbles and allocation of human resources
7. Strategic action plan for subject leaders of ‘lost learning’
8. Possible scenarios relating to risk of COVID-19

Wk beg Sep 1st – small group welcome back- vulnerability index, wellbeing and assessment
Wk beg Sep 7th – character and assessment Yr 1-6 in full time. Reception and Nursery half days.
Wk beg Sep 14th – Nov 9th Recovery curriculum – all children in full time
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2

What

When

By whom

1. Vulnerability index work and reintegration of pupils
The vulnerability index scale was generated to assess the vulnerability risk that children possess. Using prior
vulnerability indicators alongside benchmarking in small group reintegration sessions in the first week of
opening.
Prior to summer, in transition meetings between old and new teachers, the pre existing vulnerabilities were
plotted. This is to be updated in September. The outcomes of this will inform staff focus and tailored teaching.
This will be reviewed at data point 1 in November.
All teachers

LEVER 1,2,3

YEAR GROUP VULNERABILITY
WAS IDENTIFIED BEFORE
STAFFING FOR THIS PERIOD
CONFIRMED

PUPIL DATA ESTABLISHES WHO
WILL RECEIVE EXTRA SUPPORT,
INTERVENTION, MONITORING
AND AWARENESS OF STAFF.

2. Short term School Priorities
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What

When
By whom

Agreed
priorities
English
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There will be a discreet focus on certain subjects between September and data point one. At data point one
there will be year group analysis of whether this adapted curriculum needs to continue past November, until
Data point 2, or if they can revert back to the original timetable of coverage.
To be reviewed at data point one in early November
SLT

Rationale

How

When

Phonics

Children have not had access to
quality phonics sessions and may
have been taught incorrectly by
family members. Vital skill when
developing basic early reading and
writing skills.

Daily for N,R, Y1 and 2

GAPs/Spelling

Important part of the writing process
and develops an understanding of the
structure and rules of words and
sentences. Contributes to the child’s
vocabulary development and
understanding.

Reading

Children will have had limited
exposure and access to books. An
important part of children’s early
education, setting them up for their
future learning.

Handwriting

Handwriting expectations have
lowered during lockdown. Some
children may not have used a pencil
regularly.

Year 1 will reteach Phase 3 and assess before moving
onto Phase 4 and 5.
Year 2 will reteach phase 5 and assess before moving
onto Phase 5 alternative sounds.
Teacher assessments will inform interventions for
children with wider gaps.
Shared reading books in Year 1 will focus on Phase 3
sounds and words.
Year 1 will revisit EYFS high frequency words and
reteach these through shared reading and writing.
Year 2 will revisit Year 1 sight words before moving
onto Spellzoo.
Year 3 to 6 will use previous year groups spellzoo
books for the first half term and revisit spellings that
were not completed.
Grammar sessions are embedded into English with a
focus on the gaps from previous years learning.
Children will change their books weekly through a
class system.
Story times and reading for pleasure have been
increased to daily across all year groups to allow for
more book exposure.
Novels will be tailored to the previous year’s
curriculum to address gaps.
Shared reading session will continue every Monday.
Guided reading sessions will be completed daily.
Reading at home incentives will be reintroduced and
launched.
Daily handwriting sessions have been timetabled for
Year 1 to 6.
New handwriting sequence to be followed in each
year group with a focus on learning a technique and
applying it.

LEVER 3,4,5

Weekly spelling lessons, activities and tests as
per timetable
Embedded grammar session in English

Weekly shared reading sessions as per
timetable. Guided reading for each group at
least once a week as per timetable.

Daily handwriting sessions for Y1 and 2 as per
timetable
2 or 3 sessions per week for Year 3-6 as per
timetable

Maths

Physical
wellbeing
Science

PSCHE/RE
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Speaking and
listening

Many children will have spoken in
their home language and used limited
English. They may have had limited
opportunities to talk to others or may
have had a lot of exposure to
different types of technology.

Modelling of
writing

Children have had limited exposure
to a good model of writing. It is
possible that parents may have
modelled incorrectly due to a lack of
English skills. A teacher focussed
lesson will allow for misconceptions
to be addressed without asking
children to do extra writing.
Embed concepts from previous year,
establish and teach lost learning,
teach missed knowledge and take
children up to relevant learning
points.

Number,
place value
and
calculations

After restricted movement, this is
rebuilding stamina fitness and
enhancing physical and mental
wellbeing
Temporarily moved out of the
morning timetable to allow more
time for English. But maintained to
ensure building blocks of scientific
knowledge are not lost
Wider wellbeing and rebuilding
connections. Rebuilding of
relationships between pupils.
Ensuring staff have full knowledge of
children’s well-being

R time will be completed 4 times a week in Years 2 to
6.
English sessions will allow for speaking and listening
opportunities as part of the new writing cycle.
Teachers will use the speaking and listening
progression map to track this.
Topic afternoons will have a speaking and listening
focus for Years 3 to 6.
Continuous provision in EYFS and Year 1&2 will
provide a language rich environment with more
opportunities for speaking and listening activities.
A weekly shared writing session led by the teacher
will be introduced. This will allow for misconceptions
and teacher’s AfL to be addressed in a high quality
session.

Throughout the day

Focus on Objectives from Number and Place Value
and Calculation. Start with the NPV objectives from
the previous year group. Build on children’s prior
knowledge in this area and gradually introduce
current year group objectives in NPV where
appropriate. Then use the arithmetic policy and
recap methods form the previous year, some may
not have been taught. Work to ensure children are
familiar with at least all of the methods from the
previous year’s curriculum.
Break times consists of a daily mile* by whole class.
(build up to this)
PE afternoons to reduce contamination risk and
rebuild stamina
One session per week in the afternoon. Focussing on
the new year group content. Using the curriculum
document created by leaders to be aware of missed
content and pulling it in where links can be made.

As per timetable (discrete lessons and
continuous provision)

Daily Rtime incorporated into all timetables.
Children complete initial task with teachers so
teachers have sound starting knowledge of children.
Each session thereafter allows children to work in
pairs to build connections with each other. Any
concerns can be acted upon quickly.

Taught by teachers….

Year 2-6 A weekly session as per timetable
N,R and Y1 as per timetable – biweekly

As per timetable

As per timetable

Topic
(restricted
in first
half term)
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Maintained on a reduced timetable
to ensure that building blocks of
historical and geographical
knowledge and understanding of
sticky concepts are not lost.

PSHE taught by class teachers, weekly according to
the timetable. Children have the opportunity to
explore how they are returning to school, what this
new beginning will feel like.
RE taught by class teachers children can explore their
community and what their community is like
rebuilding for them the sense of being part of a
community.
One session per week in the afternoon. Teachers will
focus on the first big question and sticky subject
objectives as per the year group LTP. Teachers to be
mindful of missed content, particularly in art and
design and technology.

As per timetable- taught by teachers.

3. Timetables – created in relation to priorities
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YEAR 3 WEDS AM MUSIC
TEACHING TO CONTINUE AS PER
RISK ASSESSMENT
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Transition points – key stages
What
When
By whom

EYFS to Year 1
What have we done?
• This is me videos by teachers that show the classrooms and doors
• Familiar adults moving with the Year group
• SEND transition meetings between old and new teachers
• Transition meetings to hand over pastoral knowledge between old and
new teacher
• Teachers have completed the vulnerability index scale

What have we put in place for September?
• Extra adults to support transition
• Teachers will update the vulnerability index scale
• Baseline assessments to assess where children are
• Areas of EYFS curriculum that have been missed identified and will be
used to tailor teaching
• Children will work on the EYFS curriculum and be assessed on the ELGs at
October half term
• Teachers to complete catch up activities during continuous provision
• TA’s to focus on prime skills during morning continuous provision
• TA’s to complete interventions in the afternoon
• Phase 3 phonics will be retaught
• Teachers will use Reception big books that have phase 3 sounds/ sight
words for shared reading
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LEVER 5

Year 2 to 3
What have we done?
• A virtual tour of the junior building for families to become familiar
with
• This is me videos by teachers that show the classrooms and doors
• Familiar adults moving with the Year group
• SEND transition meetings between old and new teachers
• Transition meetings to hand over pastoral knowledge between old
and new teacher
• Teachers have completed the vulnerability index scale
What have we put in place for September?
• Extra adults to support transition
• Teachers will update the vulnerability index scale
• Baseline assessments to assess where children are
• Areas of Year 2 curriculum that have been missed identified and will
be used to tailor teaching
• Intervention afternoons by TA with a focus on phonics and reading

What

When
By whom

4. Transition points – classes
Year groups have completed an evaluation of the curriculum coverage completed. They will pass this document
to the new year groups to inform their planning. They will begin all planning using the objectives ragged as
AMBER and RED indicating that this is missed learning from the previous year.
Completed before class handover in summer term
This will be reviewed and monitored by EN and DH at each data point.
All teachers

COMPLETED ON MATHS,
READING AND WRITING GRIDS.
ALL PLANNING IN THE FIRST
DATA POINT WILL BE BASED ON
AMBER AND RED COVEREAGE OF
OBJECTIVES.
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LEVER 2,3,4

5. Staffing bubbles and allocation of human resources
LEVER 1,5:

YEAR 2 PM INTERVENTIONS –
STAFFING DESIGNED TO
MAXIMISE IMPACT

STAGGERED DAYS PROVIDE BOTH
SAFETY AND MAXIMISES
LEARNING TIME

A SELECTION OF SAFE, RISK
ASSESSED CLUBS WILL CONTINUE
– THIS OFFER WILL BROADEN AS
RESTRICTIONS EASE.
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MOST JUNIOR PPA MOVED TO
THE MORNINGS TO PROVIDE
TEACHERS WITH MORE TIME TO
COMPLETE 101 WORK WHERE
NEEDED AND ALLOW HLTAS TO
COMPLETE INTERVENTIONS IN
THE AFTERNOONS

YEAR 6 IN 3 FULL TIME CLASSES
TO PROVIDE SUPPORT REQUIRED

NQT AND LEADERSHIP TIME
PROTECTED AND SAFE STAFFING
ALLOCATED TO ENSURE
DEVELOPMENT OF ALL STAFF TO
PROVIDE THE HIGHEST QUALITY
CURRICULUM
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What

When
By whom
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6. Strategic action plan for subject leaders of ‘lost learning’ in foundation subjects
Analysis of lost learning by subject champions. All subject champions completed a strategic plan during lock
down including progression statements. They will rag all lost learning and plot them into future topics where
possible to ensure that all lost leaning in foundation subjects is made up.
Sep-November.
Subject champions

LEVER 3

7. Possible scenarios relating to risk of COVID-19
Scenario

Content

Pedagogy

Assessment

COVID19 disappears completely over
the summer and the risk of
contracting COVID has been
eliminated

Face to face teaching for all children

Back to school back together wider
curriculum – September

Ongoing assessments through skills gap analysis and effective
marking identifies potential gaps in learning – this is addressed
through quality first teaching

This is likely to mean that we have a
full return to school in September

Interventions and additional support by
TAs linked to specific classes – to keep in
bubbles – teachers to direct TAs with
interventions small groups support in class
(am)

English – reading and writing SoL as
normal
Maths lessons SoL as normal

No requirement for social distancing or
other preventative measures

Interventions and additional support by all
staff within school (pm)– intervention
overview to be organised by SENCO –
whole school overview

October – wider themed
curriculum starts

The risk of contracting COVID is lower
now but not eliminated

Face to face teaching for all children

Teaching focus on core skills and
timetables adapted

This is likely to mean classes of 30 in
bubbles
Social distancing not in place for
children but 1 / 2 metres kept to for
staff
Other preventative measure such as
handwashing and enhanced cleaning to
stay in place

Interventions and additional support by
TAs linked to specific classes – to keep in
bubbles – teachers to direct TAs with
interventions small groups support in class
for mornings and afternoon provision

Normal marking / feedback expectations in line with school
policy
Teachers to refer to the previous years core learning if needed
for a small number of children

Vulnerability index scale used to identify need

October – wider themed
curriculum starts

Ongoing assessments through skills gap analysis and effective
marking identifies potential gaps in learning – this is addressed
through quality first teaching

Continue communication on Class
Dojo

Adapted marking / feedback expectations to all live marking as
no books to leave school site
Teachers to use identified gaps in the curriculum to teach and
assess on these points before moving to current year
curriculum coverage

ANTICIPATED SEPTEMBER
RETURN
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Scenario

Content

Pedagogy

Assessment

The risk of contracting COVID is lower
now but not eliminated

Face to face teaching for all children on a
2-week rotation (2 days week 1. 3 days
week 2)

Teaching focus on core skills and
timetables adapted

Vulnerability index scale used to identify need

This may mean smaller classes to
support 1m distancing – 15 children in
per day
Other preventative measure such as
handwashing and enhanced cleaning to
stay in place

Interventions and additional support by
TAs linked to specific classes – to keep in
bubbles – teachers to direct TAs with
interventions small groups support in class
for mornings and afternoon provision

Risk of contracting COVID is high due
to local area numbers (possible local
lockdown) or a second national spike

All learning delivered remotely including a
daily face to face session on TEAMs as
established in July 2020

All children working at home – remote
learning

DSL/SEN weekly check ins re-established

School would be closed to all children
apart from Vulnerable and key worker
children
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Learning uploaded to Class Dojo and
monitored in virtual learning register as per
Spring term 2020.

October – wider themed
curriculum starts
‘Slimmed down’ home learning
overview set whilst children are in
school to be completed for when
children are at home

4 Class Dojo challenges per day set
as per Spring 2020

Ongoing assessments through skills gap analysis and effective
marking identifies potential gaps in learning – this is addressed
through quality first teaching
Normal marking / feedback expectations in line with school
policy
Teachers to use identified gaps in the curriculum to teach and
assess on these points before moving to current year
curriculum coverage
Class Dojo feedback for home learning that families upload to
share with school – twice a week checked by teachers.
Class Dojo facilitates feedback from teachers to families –
teachers to check this daily
Use of video clips to support children at home – uploaded
through Class Dojo

